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About This Game

Fart or die in this hack-and-slash action game, where fun-loving Orcs battle pollution loving Humans in a humorous fantasy
setting. Orcs have become victims of brutal Human expansion, as they are carelessly poisoning the environment. Now, four

trained Orc heroes are retaliating with a Not-So-Silent yet very deadly plan. In either single-player or up to four-player co-op,
you will take on the role of Orcs, each wielding a unique gaseous ability, and then take the fight to the Humans in a stinky, fart-

filled romp. Hilarious enemies and highly tuned combat make for a joyous experience that really is worth sharing. While the
comedic storyline and the striking 3D world make it even more memorable. Gross but charming protagonists add the final

flourish with flatulent group attacks and nasty killer moves for up to four players.

Key Features

Cooperative combat and dirty mode reward players for working together.

Four player local and online multiplayer.

Four campaigns comprise 25 epic missions.

30+ enemies types including bosses

Raid, pillage, and plunder human camps, collect gold to buy improved weapons and armor.
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Set free the orc prisoners to add them to your horde

Play as any of the 8 Orc warriors.
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Title: Orc Attack: Flatulent Rebellion
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Casual Brothers
Publisher:
Reverb
Release Date: 15 May, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3

Processor: 1.8 Ghz Intel Core 2 Duo or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 8600 GT 256 MB or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German
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orc attack flatulent rebellion xbox 360. بازی دانلود orc attack flatulent rebellion. orc attack flatulent rebellion pc download. orc
attack flatulent rebellion скачать. orc attack flatulent rebellion. tải orc attack flatulent rebellion. download game orc attack
flatulent rebellion. orc attack flatulent rebellion download. orc attack flatulent rebellion gameplay. orc attack flatulent rebellion
ps3. orc attack flatulent rebellion requisitos. orc attack flatulent rebellion pc

It's an awesome little game to play with your friends/family on the xbox, seems broken on PC though.
It will give you Xbox 360 controlls even when you're using keyboard, so you have to work them out yourself.
Personally I used a pad, so I didn't encounter that issue, controller works 100% fine.
Also personally I put it on Magic mode, so I don't have to deal with unhumerous farts, but the game seems to pride themselves
around it, so there's no real escape.
I played it on 360 with my brother, bought it on here as it was £1.74 and now I'm dissapointed with it.

Basically, if you're going to play this game on PC, you have to use a Xbox controller and find farts hilarious. No real story,
nothing to be interested in, but there is an awesome little playable Minotaur who is awesome and makes the game a little but
more fun.. As crap as the day is long. It is a strong Don'T Buy for me.

This came amoungst a humble bundle purchase and it's obviously a ported game from xbox or playstation coz it wants you to
press buttons on your paddle that you don't have.

A couple of us tried it together but very quickly became stuck with no way to advance without a game controller.

Total Rubbish. Best Orc themed gas simulator out there.. This game does not work and Steam will not refund my money
♥♥♥♥ them. Failed on launch. "Couldn't create Physics interface"
. Press R on the keyboard and the enemies reset starting position. Press Alt and the game hangs. Press arrow keys to control
character. Press nothing to control camera, cause you can't. Feels like someone sold me this game with debug settings ON.

No in-depth video settings, frame-rate is terrible.

It's a port. Still better port then Dark-Souls: Prepare To Lag Edition, but only in 2nd place....which is fkn terrible.

On the PC this is not a finished game. Should have been flat out illegal to sell.

Perhaps it works as it should on the console, considering you can't change controls and all the how-to-play and control schemes
are for a console controller.
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why does this stupid game skip every couple of seconds? its very anoying what a rip off!!!. It's an awesome little game to play
with your friends\/family on the xbox, seems broken on PC though.
It will give you Xbox 360 controlls even when you're using keyboard, so you have to work them out yourself.
Personally I used a pad, so I didn't encounter that issue, controller works 100% fine.
Also personally I put it on Magic mode, so I don't have to deal with unhumerous farts, but the game seems to pride themselves
around it, so there's no real escape.
I played it on 360 with my brother, bought it on here as it was \u00a31.74 and now I'm dissapointed with it.

Basically, if you're going to play this game on PC, you have to use a Xbox controller and find farts hilarious. No real story,
nothing to be interested in, but there is an awesome little playable Minotaur who is awesome and makes the game a little but
more fun.. This game does not work and Steam will not refund my money \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 them. Bought this game
because I thought it was an interesting premise. Little did I know what was in store.
This game has more than a few problems. Ranging from crashing when rejoining a game or having to completely restart the
game to even join a game that you got disconnected from. I had a friend only game going Initially but after I got a fourth player
I had to make a public game because nobody was able to connect to me even though they were able to before.

The Camera is really weird. It doesn't even try to keep at minimal the player who owns a copy of the game on screen. I have ran
into multiple occasions where I can still see my friends on screen but I have managed to walk offscreen and was no longer
visible on the camera.

One of the game's more used moves. The earthquake is tied directly to the stick that controls camera movement which I thought
was stupid as heck. Because to use the earthquake you have to jiggle said stick.

However one of the more glaring problems is that for the other players the game had somehow messed up their computers to the
point that they had to restart them.

The one positive I will give this game though is that at least the graphics look nice but that doesn't really help with a game this
bad.

All told this is a badly programmed game and as neat as the premise seems. I really wouldn't recommend it.. Press R on the
keyboard and the enemies reset starting position. Press Alt and the game hangs. Press arrow keys to control character. Press
nothing to control camera, cause you can't. Feels like someone sold me this game with debug settings ON.

No in-depth video settings, frame-rate is terrible.

It's a port. Still better port then Dark-Souls: Prepare To Lag Edition, but only in 2nd place....which is fkn terrible.

On the PC this is not a finished game. Should have been flat out illegal to sell.

Perhaps it works as it should on the console, considering you can't change controls and all the how-to-play and control schemes
are for a console controller.. The game is incredibly buggy, however with a lot of the bugs it makes the game incredibly
challanging.
I hope they do fix the camera angle and missing attack animations as it would solve a good 80% of the issues.
Despite that the game is quite fun to play just really hard to play with friends because of the server issues.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l0ob5D5fwsU
Gamers-Haven[gamers-haven.org]. It just won't start. Don't buy it!. interesting and fun. This game is surprisingly bad. I play
coop games with my buddies just because the games have coop. And I have a decent amount of determination with bad games
as I have fully beaten games like Arkadian Warriors with friends. But this game is a different type of orc.
Orc Attack has tons of game breaking bugs and almost no polish in most aspects. The bosses I got to quickly got pushed out of
the level (by maybe the camera) and were not beatable. Hitting is unsatisfying, there are pointless invisible walls, the game
crashes a lot, the difficulty is very uneven, the controls are bad, the camera swings around crazily (often looking straight down),
. . . even the sound levels are bad.
This is the first game where I have actually wanted a refund. Not really because I want any money back. I just don't want the
developers to get any money for this. -10/10. Bought this game because I thought it was an interesting premise. Little did I know
what was in store.
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This game has more than a few problems. Ranging from crashing when rejoining a game or having to completely restart the
game to even join a game that you got disconnected from. I had a friend only game going Initially but after I got a fourth player
I had to make a public game because nobody was able to connect to me even though they were able to before.

The Camera is really weird. It doesn't even try to keep at minimal the player who owns a copy of the game on screen. I have ran
into multiple occasions where I can still see my friends on screen but I have managed to walk offscreen and was no longer
visible on the camera.

One of the game's more used moves. The earthquake is tied directly to the stick that controls camera movement which I thought
was stupid as heck. Because to use the earthquake you have to jiggle said stick.

However one of the more glaring problems is that for the other players the game had somehow messed up their computers to the
point that they had to restart them.

The one positive I will give this game though is that at least the graphics look nice but that doesn't really help with a game this
bad.

All told this is a badly programmed game and as neat as the premise seems. I really wouldn't recommend it.
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